The text itself is a 'grammar' (ilakkan. am) 4 of love known as the i E.g.C. Jesudasan and Hephzibah Jesudasan, A History of Tamil
, pp. 8-9, which paraphrases the 'story' in about fifteen lines and gives an assessment of it in about thirty lines, adding: "All this stuff, in this age of reason, is dismissed briefly." K. A. Nilakanta Sastri in A History of South India (1955), p. 111, dedicates about ten lines to the account, adding "that some facts have got mixed up with much fiction, so that no conclusions of value can be based on it". Though of course we have to tread this slippery ground so to say on tiptoes, we have more confidence in the indigenous legends and traditions of the Tamils than the authors mentioned above.
"The Oldest Account of the Tamil Academies", JORM, 1930, 183-201, ib., 289-317. a With the generous assistance of the American Philosophical Society, to which I gladly express my great indebtedness.
The concept and conception of 'grammar' seems to have always been extremely broad. In fact, grammar was equal to any orderly and systematic treatment of any In the text itself there is no hint to the author. The entire text is exclusively dedicated to a concise treatment of clandestine and married love, and does not contain any indication of how it came into existence. All that information is provided by the commentary which, among other fascinating things m such as rare insights into the psychology of sex relations, or quite exceptionally lovely figures, metaphors and similes 11 --contains three pieces of information which are of special interest to us in this paper: the account of the authorship of the original work, the account of the authorship of the commentary, and the account of the beginnings of Tamil literature. I shall now proceed accordingly.
2. Each of the 60 aphorisms is immediately followed by appropriate glosses. What I shall discuss here is the comment on the first aphorism, since it is not limited to a simple gloss on the first stanza but covers much more; in fact, it is an early indigenous attempt at the reconstruction of the phenomenon. Thus, e.g.,one of the great medieval commentators, Naccin_~rkki_niyar, maintains that the predecessors of Tolk~ppiyanhr dealt, in their ancient grammars (ilakka.nam) 
